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ABSTRACT
A computer program, GAROL,has been written to study resonance
absorption. The program is an improvementover other programs, presently
in use, by virtue of its ability to handle overlap effects between resonances
of a resonance absorber and of mixtures of resonance absorbers. In addition,
a wide choice of geometry, energy mesh spacings, and cross section repre-
sentation is available to the user.
1
INTRODUCTION
Resonance absorption is a subject of considerable interest to designers
of nuclear reactors. Accordingly, a considerable amount of work has been
done in this area. For a good, up-to-date, summary the reader is referred
to the work of Nordheim. QI#
One of the assumptions which has been included in most treatments of
resonance absorption is that, in a mixture of resonance absorbers, the total
absorption may be obtained by summing the absorptions in each resonance of
each nuclide, each being computed as if the other resonances were not present.
The GAROL computer program does not make this assumption; it explicitly takes
into account those effects which arise from resonance overlap of an individual
resonance absorber and of mixtures of different resonance absorbers. It is
conventional to consider the problem as a lattice of absorber imbedded in a
i
purely scattering medium in which the flux is taken to be _. Thus the flux
dips in the scattering medium due to absorptions in the lump are neglected.
For tight lattices, this approximation can be poor. The GAROL program does
not make this assumption; it solves two coupled integral equations for the
fluxes in each region.
It is in these respects that this work represents an improvement over
other computer programs used for computing resonance absorption; see for
instance reference (2).
--L
IDESCRIPTION OF THE GAROL PROGRAM
General Features
The GAROL computer program is quite versatile. It allows an unlimited
number of energy points, with flexibility regarding the layout of the mesh.
The mesh may be chosen at equal energy or lethargy intervals; it may be
chosen to be proportional to the neutron velocity (AE _ _), or it may be
an arbitrary table of mesh points. The program allows a choice of geometries:
homogeneous, cylindrical, plane, spherical, or it can accept an arbitrary
table of escape probabilities. Regardless of the geometry, a Dancoff
correction may be used to account for shadowing effects in a tight lattice.
The program can accommodate a mixture of up to ten isotopes. A cross section
tape generated in a GAROL run can be used again in subsequent runs, thus
allowing a saving of computer time. Cross sections may be _, constant,
computed from single level Breit-Wigner resonance parameters, or they may
be given in tabular form.
The output includes integrated fluxes over desired energy bands, for
each region and for the cell. It contains average microscopic cross sections
for capture, fission, and scattering for each isotope, for each region and
for the cell. At the user's option, one can obtain pointwise values for the
flux, source, total cross section, and collision density [EEt(E)_(E)] for
each region. Also at the user's option, he may obtain graphical results,
automatically generated on an electronic plotter.
Equations to be Solved
Consider a lattice of absorber lumps, denoted by the index I, imbedded
in another medium, not necessarily a pure scatterer, which is denoted by
index 2. The average flux in the two media may be obtained as the solutions
of the integral equation
M E/_.
. S-_ Nli [ _ %i (_'')
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and another one just like it, but with the subscripts i and 2 reversed. The
notation of Equation (i) is as follows:
Vk is the volume of region k.
Etk(E) is the total macroscopic cross section of region k.
_k_j is the average flux in region k.
Pk is the escape probability from region k.
Nki is the number density of isotope i in region k.
_si(E') is the microscopic scattering cross section of isotope i.
_i = _ , where A. is the atomic weight of isotope i.1
Qk(E) = source in region k.
We wish to restrict the energy range of interest to the interval
(EI, EN), with E1 > EN, such that below El, we may ignore such high energy
processes as inelastic scattering, anisotropic scattering in the center of
mass coordinate system, and birth of neutrons from fission. In fact, we
would like this to be true even for an energy range above E 1 so that in the
absence of absorption in that range, we would have a I/E flux. Above EN,
we assume that the velocity of the neutrons is sufficiently large so that
the scattering kernel may be obtained from the mechanics of neutrons
colliding with free and stationary atoms. In other words, upscattering and
binding effects may be ignored, as is already implied by Equation (i).
By use of the Heaviside function H(x), defined by
H(x) = i for x _ 0
= 0 for x _ O,
we can rewrite Equation (1) in a more convenient form,
f_li 1 _si(E')VlZTlh(_,)- (1 - Pl)V _ - _[ 5r H(_,-o_._')_I(E')dE'=
i=l E
+ PaY - _i
i=l E
I{(_,-o,iE')_2(E')dE' (2)
+ Vl(l- Pl)S1(_)+ v32s2(_),





Sk(E) : 1 -_. E' l
1
i=l E1
If we assume that in the interval (EI_ E1/s ) the flux has the magnitude
I/E, that it is spatially flat and isotropic, and that the scattering cross
section is independent of energy, we can easily evaluate the integral in
Equation (3) to obtain
M
Nki_si(! _.)I{(E-Sk(_'):/7 :_ E1 h_'l)
i=l
(_)
The quantity Sk(E ) may now be considered as an external source which
is normalized so that
E1 M E 1 M
: _Nki_s (E1 E NkiOsi{iSk(E)dE /F=Zi
o i=l _E I i=l
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From Equation (5), we see that the integrated source from each isotope
is proportional to _s{ for that isotope. In addition to this source, another




The manner by which the collision probabilities (1.0 - Pk ) are computed
is based upon the frequently used assumption that they may be computed for a
flat source in each region. For standard geometries, these are obtained
directly from Case, de Hoffmann, and Placzek. (3) For more complicated
geometries it is possible to generate collision probabilities by other
means, usually with one velocity transport theory solutions, and to use
these directly in the GAROL program.
The collision probabilities for the two regions are related in a very
simple manner. In order to see this, let G(x, x') be the flux at the point
!
x due to a unit source at point x in a one velocity problem. The well
known reciprocity theorem (5) states that
O(x,x') = O(x',x) (7)
If we consider a two region problem in which region 1 has a source
Sl(X), the total flux at any point x will be &
V 1
Sl(X')G(x,x')a3x'
where V I denotes that the integral is carried out over region i.
The collision rate in region 2, which is equal to the escape rate
from region I since all collisions effectively remove neutrons from the
velocity of interest, is
zt2 (x)d3x=f d3xf d3x'Zt2(X)Sl(x')a(x'x')
V2 V 2 V I
The escape probability is given by
P1 =
d3xfd3x'Zt2(X)Sl(X')O(x,x')





If Et2 and SI are constants, the escape probability becomes
or
PI =




fd f PIVI3x d3x'G(x,x ') - Et 2
V 2 V I
In exactly the same way, we obtain
(12)
fd3x fd3x'O(x,x'): fd3x fd3x'O(x',x)_P2V2
7tl
V I V2 V2 V I
(13)
Now, by using the reciprocity relation, Equation (7), and comparing
Equations (12) and (13), we obtain
PlVlTt i : P2V2 _'t 2
So, once PI has been computed, P2 may be obtained simply by use of
_quation (14).
The escape probabilities in the GAROL program are computed from the
flat source assumption. For the simple geometries, these have been developed
by Case, et. al. (3) We summarize their results as they are applicable to
the GAROL program.
Let _ denote the mean chord length of region i, and Etl be the total
macroscopic cross section in the region.
For a sphere of radius r:
r : _ _i (15)
With x = rXtl , we have for
x < 0.02
Pl(x): i - (16)
L0.02 < x < 5.0
x>5.0
3 [2x 2 - 1 + (1 + 2x)e -2x]
Pl(X)=87
3 [i _I]
Pm(x) = _ 2x2
For an infinite cylinder with radius r:






P1(x) = l 4x 2 2- v +
in which Euler's constant %, = 0.577216 • • •




PI(X) - 2x 32x 3
For a slab of half thickness a:
With x = aZtl, we have for
x < 0.05
• 1 x(_- _) 2x2PI(X) = 1 - x%n _ - - -_--



















0.0 <_ x < 6.0
Interpolation from tables which are supplied by the user.
x>_6.0
CI C2 C3
= --+ + -- (25)Pz(x) x x-_ x3
in which the constants CI, C2, and C3 are supplied by the user.
A Dancoff correction factor, C, can be applied for tight lattice cal-
culations. It is used to modify the escape probability PI by the formula
* i - C
P1 = P1 1 - (1 - 7,t_-31)_5 (26)
where _I is the mean chord length of region i. Equation (26) is due to
Nordheim. (4) It is a good approximation for lumps of any degree of grayness.
If region 2 contains cross sections which vary with energy, the factor C
depends upon energy. The GAROL program at present allows only one constant
number for C, so it should be used with reservation on a tight lattice
problem with a variable cross section in region 2.
Cross Sections
Cross sections may be used in a number of ways. These include:




¢2) a tabulated set of pointwise cross sections
3) a set of single level Breit-Wigner parameters, from which the
GAROL program computes pointwise cross sections.
If it is desired to have the program compute cross sections from
resonance parameters, the following computations are carried out within
the computer program.
The cross sections are given by the usual formulae,
r /g2o





cf = T v -2- Co¢(_'x)'
t r  112ao¢(_,x) + _oGP g n r o] X(_,x) + Op
(28)
(29)
is the ratio of the natural width to the Doppler width,
2.6 x 10 6 Fn°
c° "_o g -T--






is the neutron width, F being the reduced neutron width.
n
are the capture, fission and total widths, respectively,
factor,
2J+l
g : 2(2I + l)
(32)
F, Ff, and F




where I is the nuclear spin and J is the spin of the compound nucleus.
P
is the potential cross section and the shape functions _ and X are given by
CO
f e-(X - y)2_2/4- dy (34)
,(g,x) _rg 1 + y
--OO
and
x is given by
co
X(_,x) = 2_ f ye -(x - Y)2_2/4
_rg7 l + y2 dy. (35)
--co
2(E - Eo)
x - r ' (36)
E is the position of the center of the resonance, E is the neutron energy
O
and T is the absolute temperature.
The method used to evaluate the shape functions is one devised by
Triplett, Merrill, and Burr. _5)
Whenever accuracy permits it, five terms of an asymptotic series
expansion are used to evaluate the line shapes.
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X(X,_) = 2_ k k(x2 + i) cos[(2k + l)sin-l(x 2 + i)-2"]
k=o _ I [_2(l + !
(4o)




Jk(X) = (x2 + l)-2-sin[(2k + l)sin-l(x 2 + i) -_] (4_)
and
1 1
Hk(X) = (x2 + l)-2%os[(2k + l)sin-l(x 2 + i) 2], (42)
we have
co
¢(x,_)= _k 2(x2 + i) Jk(x)
(43)
and
×(x,{)= 2%_ 2(x2 + i)
(44)
By using elementary trigonometric formulae, it, can be shown that















_k+l (x)-x -l_k(x ) 2x2 2 ak(x) (48)
x +i x +i
In the GAROL program, the first five terms of Equations (43) and (44)
are used, and Equations (45) to (48) are used to compute individual terms of
the series.
When it is not sufficiently accurate to use the asymptotic series, a
convergent series is used. The latter is not used for all x and _ values
because of computer time considerations.
The convergent series for @ is
CO










= 57 eZ/e-Uu 2duFk(Z)
Z
By using Equation (39), we also have
CO
2 _l (xz)2k×(x,_)= 2= exp[-xz] _ rk+l(_) .
k=o
Fk(Z ) may be obtained from the recursion relation









The quantity ro(Z ) may also be written as
1






is the incomplete gamma function, or it may be expressed in terms of the
normalized error function as
ro(z ) = _ eZ(1 - erf(-V_z)) (56)
In the GAROL computer program Fo(Z ) is computed from Equation (56) using
the expansion
2 (x x3 x5 x7
erf(x) : _ - _ + 2'.5 _ + "'" ) (57)
whenever z < 8.4.










if z > 8.4.
(58)
When the convergent series is used for a given x and _, Fo(Z) needs
to be computed only once. The remaining Fk(Z ) are obtained rapidly from
Equation (52).
The regions in the x,_ plane for which the convergent or asymptotic
series are to be used must be determined experimentally. The division
which is given in Reference (5) has been found to be unsatisfactory. In
the GAROL program, the convergent series is used whenever
14
¢0 <_ x < 1.2 and
4 2
>_ 0.275 x + 0.05
1.2 <_ x < i0 and 4 x2
_ 0.12 + 0.28
i0 _ x < i00 and
i00 _ x < 500 and
4 x2
-_> 0.08 + 1.8
4
-_> 0.0717 x + 83
(59)





x > 2500 and 4 xi.93
-_ > 0.111
For other values the asymptotic series has good accuracy and is
therefore used.
Cross sections are computed in this manner for a finite interval
around each resonance; that is, the method just described is used whenever
Ixlmin (_,i) < 150 (60)
Outside of this interval_ the scattering cross section is taken to be
constant and equal to the potential cross sections. When computing the
capture cross section for x min (_,i) < - 150 the line shape _ is taken




For neutron energies such that x min (_,i) > 150, the capture cross
section is assumed to be zero.
The Numerical Flux Computation
Let us first evaluate the integral
E1





numerically. This integral is typical of the type which appears in
Equation (2). Break up the integral into a sum of integrals,
E/_ i _j-i











where the discrete variable E. replaces E, and E is the discrete energy
m p
mesh point just below Ei/_. Note that if Ei/_ > E 1, p=l, and the last
integral contributes nothing. For each interval (Ej, Ej_I) assume that.
(E)_(E) is linear; that isa
s
1 [(E
(Ys(E)q)(E)= Ej_I - E.j - Ej)C_s,j-l_°j-i+ (Ej-I - E)(Ys,j_°j] (63)
where Os,j and _j are the scattering cross section and flux at the energy
E..
J
For the integral whose limits are (Ep, El) assume that Os_ is linear
in the interval (Ep, Ei/e),
E. E. E.
°s(E)_(E) E /1 [(E - i • i: . - E Ep)%(_)_o(_) + (--_- - E)%,p_p]. (64)
1 p
But Ei/_ generally does not correspond to a mesh point and so we express
_Ei_ 'El" - q* * b
sk_-)_k_- ) = s,p_p, y linear interpolation, in terms of its value at the
two surrounding mesh points p and p-l. Then
E. E.
* * 1 [(Ep_1 _ )Os,p_Op+ (_-- E )°s,
(Ys,pqOp Ep_ 1 - Ep p p- 1 "








m !-- H(E - _E')q0(E')dE' : _s,pq°pSp + o igi_ is_
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i-i














l(Ei )(CYs,p%O p + s,pqOp ot
cv : _'_- - _'p E E. ) (70)
p l
unless p = i, in which case
Cp : o. (71)
C
P
spaced sufficiently wide apart so that, for some isotope, _E i i > E..
- 1
this case, the integral on the left hand side of Equation (62) is
is the evaluation of the last integral of Equation (62).
The special case for which p=i corresponds to mesh points that are
For





and, from Equation (65),
Eo
* * _ 1 -.[(Ei_l l i
_s,iq°i E. - E. - -_- )qs,iS°i + Ei(_ - l)as,i lq0i i ] (73)i-I i - -
i7











ai = i _(_ [i + E.l_l- E.I ] (75)
b°
I
(i (_)2 E.- 1
2_ Ei_ I - E.l
(76)
We are now ready to write Equation (2) in its finite differenced form.
The equation is
N1kVlZtl, i%Oli : (i - PI)VI i -% (Zlki + Wlkiq°li)
M
2 N2k





if p _ i.
+ Vl(l - PI)SIi + V2P2S2i
i-1




Wnk i = _s,kiTi





Znk i : bik -
(i - _k )2 E.
l
2_ k Ei_ I - E.I
(80)
i - _k _kEi_l - E.
w_i- 2_k If+ i]Ei_ I - E.i
(81)
In Equations (78) and (81) the subscripts n and k denote the region
and the isotope, respectively. With some additional abbreviated notation,
we can write Equation (77 in a more compact manner. Define
Dni = Vn_ MNn k_tn,i- (I - Pn ) i - _k Wnk
k=l
M






_ Nnk + pm_ NmkTrimi : Vn( 1 - Pn ) 1 _------_Znki Vm 'i--7_k Zmki
k=l k=l
(84)
+ Vn(l. - Pn]Sni. + V P Smmmi
In terms of these, Equation (77) becomes
Dligli - Q2i_2i = TI2 i (85)
As was mentioned below Equation (I), there exists another equation
like it, but with the subscripts i and 2 reversed. In the notation of
Equation (85) that second equation is
D2i_2i - Qli_li = T21 i too/
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T21iDli + QliTl2i (88)
_2i = D2iDli - QliQ2i "
The GAROL computer program evaluates Equations (87) and (88) for
each i, one at a time beginning with i=l, until the complete flux solution
has been obtained.
Averaging of Cross Sections
With the GAROL computer program, it is possible to obtain flux weighted
cross sections over any desired energy bands. In addition a one group average,
covering the entire range of the calculation, is always obtained. All of the
integrals are carried out by the trapezoidal approximation. Let _ denote
the cross section for any reaction. This may be capture, scattering, or




Ot /dE/dVfd_%o(r, E, Q)
where the angular integration is carried out over the full range, the volume
is taken over the entire cell, and the energy integration is carried out over
the energy group limits of interest.





The energy dependent fluxes q01 (E) and _2(E) are the fluxes of
Equation (i). If _(r,E) has the simple form
z (r,E)
= _I_(E) (92)
in V I and
_(r,E) = N2G (E) (93)
in V2, in which the number densities of the isotopes of interest are constant
in each region, Equation (89) may be greatly simplified. Usually Equations
(92) and (93) are satisfied; in fact, most often N2 = O. Using Equations
(90) to (93) in (89) gives






where _i is the group integrated flux
F




m _ m m
_ NIVIG_, lq°l + N2V2_ 2q°2
1 + 24 (97)
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We wish to compute a cell averaged microscopic cross section such
that when it is multiplied by the number density of the isotope, homogenized
over the entire cell, we obtain the correct macroscopic cross section. Thus
we want _ to satisfy
NIV I + N2V 2 _
_ Vl + v2 _ (98)
Hence, the cell averaged microscopic cross section is
m m
y _zvla_,l_l + N2v2_, _2 Vl + v2
= (99)
Vl_\ +v2_2 _lVl+_2v2Ol
The GAROL output includes the groupwise averages of capture, scattering
and, if present, fission cross sections as given by Equations (95), for each
region, and by Equation (99) for the cell. In the presence of fission, the
quantity _, the ratio of capture to fission cross sections is also computed.
If, as is usually the case, N2 = 0 (the resonance absorber is present only






where _c is the average flux in the cell given by
D m
Vl_ I + V2_ 2
_c = V I + V 2
(lOl)
An Application of the GAROL Program
As an application of the GAROL computer program, we include a study
of the effect of overlap of the resonances of the thorium doublet on the
resonance integral and on the Doppler effect for thorium and thorium oxide
rods.




E = 21.8 eV E = 23.47
o o
F = 2.1 mv F = 4.0 mv
n n
r = 24.5 my r = 24.5 mv
g = 1.0 g = 1.0
In order to compute the resonance overlap, the cross sections for
three thorium "isotopes" were computed: one isotope had both resonances,
another had only the 21.8 eV resonance, while the third had only the 23.47
eV resonance. Separate problems were run for each of these isotopes. The
resonance integral for the first isotope was compared with the sum of the
resonance integrals of the second and third isotopes. The latter corresponds
to the usual methods of computation. This comparison gives a direct indi-
cation of the influence of resonance overlap.
The results are summarized in Tables I to IV. All of the total
resonance integrals referred to have been evaluated by standard procedures. (4)"
The GAROL computer program was used only for an energy range covering the
resonance doublet. It can be seen that the usual neglect of resonance overlap











Resonance Integral of Thorium Doublet


















i.45 i. 27 13.6
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Table II
Doppler Effect in Thorium Doublet




Overlap Overlap % Diff.
0.138 3.47 3.45 0.9
0.275 1.87 1.80 2
0.55 0.86 0.83 4.5
i.i 0.37 0.34 i0







Resonance Integral of Thorium Doublet in ThO 2 Rods




Overlap Overlap % Diff. Integral
6.35 6.28 i 0.3
4.30 4.21 2 0.6
3.02 2.90 4 0.9























Standard output from a GAROL problem includes a description of the
nuclides present on the cross section tape, if one has been generated, and
a listing of the input options and limits specified for the calculation.
Further printed output is given if requested. _iTiisincludes:
i. Pointwise cross-sections calculated from resonance parameters or
interpolated from input cross sections, by isotope.
2. Pointwise flux, source, total macroscopic cross section, and
collision density, all by region.
3. Broad group averaged cross sections.
4. Plotting description.
Output from the sample problem selects all of these options.
Two types of plotting may be done automatically from a GAROL problem.
For region i, the pointwise flux, total cross section, and collision den-
sity may be plotted. As an additional option, graphs of capture and fission
rates, for each material, may be obtained. Samples of each of these are
included. The plotting routines in GAROL were adapted from the two-
dimensional plot routine described in reference 6.
Efficient Use of GAROL
Some hints regarding the efficient use of GAROL are included here.
There are a number of ways in which the program may be used to do a
homogeneous calculation. The most efficient is to choose the no geometry
option, put the homogeneous mixture into region i, and put 0.0 for the
mean chord length of region 2 and for the number density of all materials
in region 2. It is possible to run two homogeneous problems simultaneously
by using the no geometry option, and by putting one mixture into each
region. In such cases the mean chord lengths may be chosen to be equal
to unity.
Generally speaking, the co_uter time is greatest for lighter materials.
The only exception is for A=I.0 which is fastest of all because it is pro-
grammed differently. In practical applications, one ii_q_1_±_ has a case
i
in which he wants the flux to be [ in region 2. In such a case, it can be
shown that the resonance integral of the isotopes in region i is independent
i
of the choice of moderator in region 2. Thus, to simulate a [ flux in
25
region 2, it is best to let it be a large region in which the only material
present has A=I.O_ a constant scattering cross section, and no capture
cross section.
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
Computer and Tape Requirements
The GAROL program is run on the IBM 7044 (32K) computer from a program
tape and a starter deck, behind which is placed punched card input describing
the problem(s) to be run.
In addition to the tapes required by the GA system, GAROL makes use of
three special tapes: B4 for the GAROL Program Tape, B5 for GAROL cross
section storage, and C6 for plotting. The B4 and B5 tapes must be mounted
in all cases, and the B5 tape may be saved for subsequent runs. Thus, the
















GAROL cross section tape
GAROL plot tape, if any
If any plotting is done, instructions for the Stromberg-Carlson S-C
4020 High Speed Microfilm Recorder are written on tape C6. The number of
graphs for which instructions have been generated will be printed on the
on-line printer and will be transferred by the GA computer operator to the
tape label provided by the user. The tape will then be sent to the S-C
4020 for plotting.
Thus, the deck setup for a sample GAROL problem consists of a six
card starter deck followed by data cards prepared according to the Input
Specifications for GAROL.
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If NINDEX = i, card 4A is needed.
4A 6E12.6 i E(i)















Source of cross sections for this
problem(s)
0 = cross sections have been calculated
and written on tape during an earlier
run. This tape will be mounted on unit
i = cross-sections will be calculated
and written on tape (B5). This
tape may be saved and reused for
future calculations, if desired.
Tape label for data tape (B5). If
INDEX = 0, this card must be identical
to that used when the data tape was
written.
Energy specification index
i = Energies will be read from input
cards (card 4A)
2 = Energies will be calculated by
equal mesh spacing (card 4B)
3 = Energies will be calculated with
mesh spacing proportion to velocity
(card 4C)
4 = Energies will be calculated with
equal lethargy mesh spacing (card
4D)
5 = Energies will be generated by a
special subroutine ENRG (NPTS, E)
supplied by the user (card 4E).
Number of energy points. This value is
needed for NINDEX = i, and may be used
when NINDEX = 5, if desired.



































C, where E.+. = E. - C_. (equal velocity




If NINDEX = 5, the user supplies his own ENRG (NPTS, E) subroutine to compute,
or read, his energy mesh. The number of energy points, NPTS, must not exceed
8000. The array E, which must be dimensioned, contains the energy points
which are returned to the main program. If any input cards are required by

























Variables and formats determined by the user.
Number of nuclides for which cross sections
will be calculated and written on tape (_20)




_h nuclide (MAT times).
Identification number of this nuclide,
given by Z and A, in the form 92.235000
for uranium 235. Nuclides should be given
in ascending numerical order. Different
sets of data for one nuclide may be dis-




Asymptotic scattering cross section, used
for computing source only.
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Capture cross section index. If SCAP
0.0, SCAP is the value of the capture
cross section at 0.0253 eV, and the cross
section is 1/v.
If SCAP = -1.0, pointwise capture cross
sections will be calculated from resonance
parameters. If SCAP = -2.0, pointwise
cross sections will be read from cards
(card 12).
Fission cross section index. If SFIS
0.0, no fission. If SFIS = -i.0,
pointwise fission will be calculated from
resonance parameters. If SCAP = -2.0,
this index is not used; pointwise fission
cross sections will be read from cards
(card 12 ).
Scattering cross section index. If SCAT
0.0, scattering is constant at that
value. If SCAT = -i.0, pointwise scat-
tering cross sections will be calculated
from resonance parameters. If SCAP =
-2.0, this index is not used; pointwise
scattering cross sections will be read
from cards (card 12).
Print index, for this nuclide.
0.0 = no printing
1.0 = the calculated or read capture,
scattering, and fission (if
present) cross sections for this
nuclide will be printed. Up to
nine sets of cross sections may
be printed; if more than nine are
specified, only the first nine
i. will be printed. If any printing
is done, the computer time estimate
! I isdoubled.
If SCAP =-2.0, icard 8 isl require i"
8 1-12 I E12.6 i _PTS I N-_mber of energies at which cross sections
I 1 I will be read"
Cards 9-11 (resonance pagameters) are required for each material for which











Card ii is give
types, depending
I
























Atomic mass. (This number will be checked
against card 7, col. 1-12, to be sure that
resonance parameters are given in the
order specified).
Statistical factor indicator. If the
statistical factor, g, is to have a
constant value for all resonances, then
STAT is the value used for the statis-
tical factor. If STAT _ 0.0, the





Number of resolved resonances (maximum =
5oo)°





0 Neutron half-widths to be specified
are standard values, not reduced.
i - Neutron half-widths to be specified
are reduced widths, r°.
n
_e. The format of card ii is one of four
_TAT values.
one card IIA for each resonance.
Resonance energy, eV.
Either the spin (I) of the target nucleus,
or the statistical factor, g, for this
resonance, depending on the specification
for GJ in the next field of this input
card.
If GJ > 0.0, it is taken to be the spin
(J) of the compound nucleus for this
resonance, and the statistical factor
is calculated as:
3O



























1 (2J + l)
g =g(2Z +1)
If GJ < 0.0, then GI in the previous
field is taken to be the statistical




Fn, or Fn, mv, depending on NGN specified
on card lO, Col. 36.

















As on card IIA.










37-48 E12.6 GF FF, my.
If cr6ss-section_ will bJ read from cards, (SCAP = -2.0), for any nuclide,
card 12, repeated at eac I energy, lis required.
Crosslsections flor up to-3 nuclid@s may be read from cards, and must be in





















Energy, eV (high to low)
Capture cross section (barns)
Scatter cross section (barns)
Fission cross section (barns)

























Problem description for flux calculation.
Upper boundary of energy range of
interest (eV). If EST = 0.0, the first
energy point present on the data tape
will be used.
Lower boundary of energy range of
interest (eV). If EEND = 0.0, the last
energy point present on the data tape
will be used.
Geometry




5.0 = Read your own escape probability
table and coefficients (cards 18
and 19).
6.0 = Use the previously read tables.
Number of nuclides.
Shall pointwise flux, external source,




Shall flux, total cross section and




















If ENBG / 0.0, card 17 i_
17 6E12.6
NAME
ELBAR ( 1 )







_i = Mean chord length, region i
__ = Mean chord length, region 2: _2 = 4V2/S
w_ere V 2 is volume and S is common surface.
Dancoff correction factor, if any.
Will extra source terms be read?
0.0 = no
1.0 = yes
Number of broad groups. If ENBG = 0.0,
there is no group averaging.
Broad group lower boundaries in eV, from
high to low.













Tape identification number for nuclide
wanted.
Density of this nuclide in region I.
Density of this nuclide in region 2.
0.0 = absorption rate for this isotope
will not be plotted.
1.0 = absorption rate for this isotope
will be plotted.








If XSORC = 1.0, cards 21





The constants CI, C2 and C3.
Special escape probability tables as a
function of ][iZtl • (302 entries _'_
Zl_t I 2
- 0.00 to 6.02 in steps of
o. 2.
_nd 22 are needed.







Repea_ card 22 f
Repea t . input fro
INPUT SPECIFICATIONS FOR GAROL
FORMAT NAME DESCRIPTION
E12.6 Energy of source point
E12.6 Source, region i
E12.6 Sol_rce, region 2
or each source point.
i J




























Tape label card (input card 2) and label
on data tape mounted on B5 do not agree.
Number of materials specified for data
tape is not between i and 20.
More than 3 nuclides have been specified
for the data tape with cross sections to
be read from input cards.
A nuclide, other than the first, has been
specified for the data tape with atomic
mass A = 1.0.
Energy index (input card 3) is less than i.
Energy index (input card 3) is greater
than 5.
Number of energy points, using energy
option 5, is greater than 8000, the core-
contained limit.
Resonance parameters are either missing or
out of order for a nuclide for which cross
sections are to be calculated.
Number of materials for resonance calcula-
tion is not between i and i0.
Number of broad groups for averaging is
not between i and 50.
Nuclide requested for resonance calculation
is not present on data tape.
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GARf]L STARTER DECK AND SAMPLE PROBLEM
$IBJOB GAR()L NOSOURCE
$DUMP TYPE 1 , CO000- 77777, ERROR
$:_MOUNT U07, IGARiJL PROGP, AM TAPE: ON (B4)}
$*MOUNT U09, (GARQL DATA TAPE ON IBSIt
$#HOLD U]I, (C6) PLOT TAPE
$RELOAD U07, NANE=GAR OL
1
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L IST,DECK,REF 08-09-65MAI NO©O0
MAIN LINK FOR GAROL MAINOOlO
7-15-65 C V SMITH MAINOO20
MAINO030















































$ IBFTC ERRORS LIST,DECK,REF
SUBROUTINE ERRORS(NI, N2 |
WRITE (6,601) N1,N2
PRINT 601, NI,N2
601 FORMAT (22HOERROR IN GAROL,
CALL EXIT
END





















C SETS UP SLAB AND CYLINOER TABLES









COMMON /TABLES/ CSI,CS2I, CS3,SLABT(505) ,CYLT(B05)
DIMENSION B1(89), B2(88}, B3(881, B4(88), B5(88}, B6(61)











































































































































































79624,0. 79781,0. 79936, O. 80088,0. 80239,0. 80387,0.80532,
80818,0. 80958,0. 81096,0. 81233,0. 81367,0. 81500,0.81630,
81886,0° 82012,0° 82136,0. 82258,0. 82379,0.82498,0.82616,































































DATA C4/0.89455,0. 89499,0. 89542,0.89585,0.89628,0. 89671,
i0. 89713,0. 89755,0. 89796,0.89837,0. 89878,0. 89919,0. 89959,0.89999,
20.90038,0. 90077,0. 901 16,0.90155,0-90193,0-90231,0-90268,0"90306'
30.90343,0. 90381,0. 90417,0.90453,0. 90489,0.90525,0.90560,0.90595,
40. 906BI,0. 90665,0.90700,0.90734,0- 90768, O. 90 802,0. 90835,0.90868,
50.90902, O. 90934,0. 90967, O. 90999,0.91031,0.91063,0.91095,0-91126,















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































$I BFTC ERROR L IST,DECK,REF
SUBROUTINE ERROR(N)
C ERROR SUBROUTINE FOR TIDCO
WRITE (6,1)







































3 ,NORES( 20 },LLIM(20),SPO(20),EZERO(600) ,RHGT( 600 J
4 ,FACTI(6OO),FACT2(6OO)tFACT3(6OOJ,FRAT(6OO)vXI(600}





































































IF (INDEX.LE.O) GO TO 710




BOOLER( 6H2X5A6, , FMT(2) )
BOOLER( 6HOPFIO.,FMT( 3 ) )
BOOLER(6H3,F 12.,FMT(4) !
BOOL ER( 6H5)2X IP_FMT(5) )


























































IF (TID(IO)K}°LE.O.O) GO TO 10























































IF (NKT.LE.O} GO TO 12
IF (NKT.GT.3) CALL ERRORS(I,3)
O0 8 K=2,NEL




IF (TID(6,K}.GT.-2.0) GO TO 11
KTAPE(N}=KT{NKT)
MTAPE=KTAPE(N)







904 FORMAT (26HONUCLIOE TABLE OF
i 26X IHA 5X IOHASYMPTOTIC 7X



























































ILNK I iC r













































IF I TLABEL ( I
60 CONTINUE
DO 70 I=I,3




80 READ (NDATA) DUMI











READ FROM A DATA TAPE
710 NERR=I
CHECK LABEL ON A DATA
READ ( NDATA ) (DUM{ I }, I=l, 12)
DO 720 I=1,12






IF (TID(6,K) °GT.O. OJ
IF (TID(6,K) .GT.-2°O)









TAPE WRITTEN ON AN EARLIER RUN
STORE -TABLE OF CONTENTS- AND OTHER DATA FROM


















































































































IF (M2.LT.NPTS-NT#LIMST) GO TO 101
GO TO 8
EQUAL ENERGY SPACING
READ E-MAX AND DELTA-E


































































EN E X T= EN EXT-OELTA E





202 WRITE (NINI) ENEXT
CALL ERRORS(I,7)
EQUAL VELOCITY SPACING
REAO EMAX AND CONSTANT
3 READ (WIN,g01) EMAX,EMIN,CONST
E( II=EMAX
DO 301 I=2,M2
E( I ):E( I-1 )-CONST#SQRT(E(N-II J















302 WRITE (NINI) ENEXT
CALL ERRORS(I, 7)
EQUAL LETHARGY SPACING
READ EZERO AND DELTA-U


































































DO 402 I=1,M3 ENERtO(_O
ENEXT=ENEXT_EDU ENER1070
IF (ENEXT.GT.EMIN) GO TO 402 ENERI080
NPTS:M2+I ENERIO90
IF {ENEXT.LT.EMIN) ENEXT=EMIN ENERII©O
WRITE (NINll ENEXT ENER1110
GO TO 7 ENERll20
402 WRITE (NINI) ENEXT ENERII30
CALL ERRORS(I,7| ENERII40
C USE YOUR OWN SUBROUTINE ENRG TO GENERATE ENERGY P{;INTS ENERIISO
C WHERE NPTS IS LESS THAN 8001 AND ENERGIES ARE CORE CONTAINED ENERII60
5 CALL ENRG(NPTS,E| ENER]I70
LIMI=NPTS ENER iI£(_
L IM2=NPTS ENER1190
IF (NPTS.GT.8000) CALL ERRORS(1,6I ENER1200
GO TO 10 ENER1210
' 7 REWIND NINI ENERt220
READ ININ1) DUMMY ENERI230
GO TO tO ENER1240
" B REWIND NINI ENER1250
9 READ (NINII(E{I),I:I,LIM1) ENERI2eC _
10 RETURN ENER1270
• END ENER1280




601 FORMAT (39HODUMMY SUBROUTINE ENRG HAS BEEN ENTERED/II3HOIN ORDER TENRG0040
I0 USE THE OPTION OF GENERATING YOUR OWN ENERGIES, PLEASE REPLACE TENRGO050





L IST, DEC K, REF 08-09-65 HE ADO000
SUBROUTINE HEAD HEADO010




































LINK2 L IST,DECK,REF 08-09-65
LINK 2
READ RESONANCE PARAMETERS
COMPUTE RESONANCE VARIABLES AND INDICES






















I GO TO I0
IF (TID(6,K).EQ.-I.O) GO TO 5
IF (TIO{8,K).EQ.-I.OJ GO TO 5



























































DO 20 I=I,KTO 2LNK0410
READ (NIN,5OO)EE, CAP, SCAT, FIS 2LNKO420
WRITE (JTAPE,5OOIEE, CAP, SCAT, FIS 2LNK0430






$1BFTC DSET L IST,DECK,REF 08-09-65 DSETOO00
SUBROUTINE DSETINMAT) DSETO010
C DSETO020
C READ AND SET UP RESONANCE PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS DSETO03C
C FOR DOPPLER BROADENING CALCULATION DSETOQ40






COMMON /ALL/ NIN, NOUT, NDATA, NI NI, NI N3, JHYD, NEL,NARRAY, NPAGE, LINESDSETOO7Q






3 tNORES(20 ),LLIM(20), SPO (20) ,EZERO(6001 ,RHGI(60C _)
4 ,FACTI(600),FACT2(600),FACI3(6001,FRAT(60O),XII6OOJ






DIMENSION GAMNI I J

















































DOP PLER FORBROADENING CALCULATIONS 5A61
II8X,24H ABSORBER MASS = F8.3/
318X_24H POTENTIAL SCATTERING = F8.3,8H |BARNS)/





IF (NFIS.GT.O) GO TO 80
IF (STAT.GT.O.O) GO TO 70
READ (5,530} (EO(J),GI(JJ,GJIJ),GG(J),GN(J)tJ=I,NRR}
40 DO 60 K=I,NRR
IF (GJ(K).GE.O.O) GO TO 50
SPIN(K;=GI (KI
GO TO 60
50 SPIN (K}=(2.0_GJ(K ;÷1.0}I(2.0_G I(K J÷1.0;*0.5
60 CONTINUE
GO TO 120
70 READ (5,540) (EO(J),GG(J},GN(J),J=I,NRR;
GO TO i00
80 IF (STAT.GT.O.O; GO TO 90
READ (5,510) (EO(J),GI{J;,GG(J),GN(J),GF(J),J=I,NRR|
GO TO 40
90 READ (54550; (EO(J),GG(J),GN(J},GF(JJ,J=I,NRR;
100 DO 110 K=I,NRR
110 SP IN(K I=STAT












PARAMETER INPUT//17X, IIH RESONANCE
I STATISTICAL FACTORS 12X,17H HALF-WIDTHS - MV/IIX,49H NUMBER










































































GPF=GG(J I+GF( J )
REO=I.OIEOIJ)
GT=I.0/(GN(J)÷GPF )
RREO=SQRT( R EO )
GNGT=GN(JI_GI
FACT=GNGT_RREO_SPIN(J J
FACT IT JJ I=FACT#RSPO_CON3
FACT 2( JJ !=FACI_ GPF _GT_CDN2














560 FORMAT(IHI///IOX,54H • • • • • ERROR
END




































































C CALCULATE CROSS SECTIONS





















ASSIGN 4 TC NGO
GO TO 22


























































ALPHA(K)=( (TID{ 4,K J-I.O)Y{ TI D(4,K) 4-1.0! )=#2
I CONT INUE
IF (JENDI.LT.NPTS! GO TO 2
ASSIGN 6 TO NP1
ASSIGN 8 TO NP2
GO TO 3
2 ASSIGN 5 TO NPI
ASSIGN 9 TO NP2
EEZERO=E(L IMST )
3 CONT INUE
IF (JST.GT.I) GO TO 4
DEI=O.O







IF (E(JI.GT.ETO) GO TO 30










IF (TID(6,K).GE.O.O) GO TO
DUM(ND )=SCAP(K }
ND=ND÷ 1
34 IF (TID(7, KI.GE.O.O) GO TO
DUM(ND}=SF(K J
ND=ND÷I









































































IF (JST÷NTLIM.GE.NPTSJ GO TO II
DEI=E( I-l,)./(E{ I-I J-E( I })*ALOG( E( I-I )IE( I_ )
DE2=E(I+I)I(E(1)-E{I+II)#ALOG(E(I}/E(I+I))




















































































-C FAST AND EPITHERMAL ENERGY
C ADAPTED FOR GAROL FROM THE




RANGE DOPPLER BROADENING CALCULAIION FAS00030
FASDOP PROGRAM (GAMD-6562| FASDO040

















RESONANCES TO THE ABSORPTION, FISSION, AND SCATTERING FASDO060
CROSS-SECTIONS AT SPECIFIED ENERGIES. FASDO070









,NORES! 20), LL IM(20), SPO| 20 ),EZERO(6001 ,RHGT(_0_)
1(600),FACT2(600) ,FACT3(600) ,FRAIl600), Xl (600)






















ELAST(IO), SCAPL|IO), SSCL(IO|, SFL(IO}, JPTS(IO)









i GO TO 300
JST=LLIM(II
( 1.O/E( JK} }
,MAT
Ib.LE.-2.0) GO TO 245
(It
I).GE.O.O.AND.TID(T,I|.GE.O.O.AND.TIDIB,IJ.GE.O.O!





IF (XTEST.LE.ISO.OJ GO TO 220



































CALCULATE PSI(X,XI) AND CHI(X,XI)
SHALL WE USE ASYMPIOTIC OR CONVERGENT
THE=4.0/(XI( J )=_XI(J} )
AXI:ABS(X )
IF(AXI-1.2 )21,12, 12
12 IF(AXT-IO.O) 23, 14, 14
14 IF(AXI-IO0.O} 25, 16,16
16 IF (AXI-500.O) 27,18t18
18 IF (AXI-2500.O} 29,29,31
21 IF( 0.275_AX I_AX IeO.O5-THE J78,78,59
23 IF(O.12_AXI=_AXI ÷O.28-THE )78,78,59
25 IF (O.08#AXI*AXI÷I.B-THE) 78,?8,59
27 IF (O.O?IT_'AXI_AXI÷B3.0-IHEI ?8,78,59
29 IF (O.0635_AXI_'AXI÷2100.O-THE) 78,?8,59
31 IF (O.I11x=AXI_W_I.93-THE_ 78,78,59
TO 59 FOR ASYMPIOTIC SERIES


























TO 78 FOR CONVERGENT SERIES
CALCULATE GAMMA INCOMPLETE(O)
78 TT=I.O/THE
























































































FORMAT (83HOIN CALCULATION OF PSI




SA( I )=SA( I )+Y
SF( I I=SF(I )÷FRAT( J }wwy
IF {XTEST.GT.I5O.O# GO TO 240
240
ANO CHI, CONVERGENT SERIES
t
SSC(I) =SSC(I) +FACT3|J )w_PSI+FACTI! J)4'CHI
CONT INUE












IF (ELAST(I).GT.O.O! GO TO 248
READ (JTAPE,500) ELASTKI|,SCAPL(II,SSCL(I#,SFLKII
FORMAT (4E12.6)
JPTS( I _=JPTS( I)+I
READ (JTAPE, 500) ENEXTiII,SCAPN|Ii,SSCN(II,SFN(I#
JPTS (l)=JPTS( I)+1







































































SF( I} = SFN{
GO TO 253
SCAP ( I)=SCAPL ( I|
SSCiI} = SSCL{I)
SF( I) = SFL(1)
IF (JK.LT.




























































COMPUTE NUMBER OF DOWNSCATTERINGS








i,NPROB, NPTS, INDEX,NPLOT,TI TLE(12) ,TI D( I O, 20_ tCNAME{ 5,20 } ,LI NEPP NUTZ@070
2 ,MAT, MFRAME NUTZO0 80
COMMON /TABLES/ CSI,CS2,CS3,SLABT(505),CYLT(305| NUTZOO90
COMMON /BSET/ LIMST,LIMI,LIM2,NPRINT,JPRINT(IO_,DUM(2OO),DE1,DE2 NUTZ01_O
i ,DE3, EEZERO,E{BOOO),SCAP(2OI,SF(20|,SSC{20),SAI20),ALPHA(2C,} NUTZ0110
2 ,KTAPE{3),KPTS(10) NUTZOZ20
3 ,NORES( 20), LLIM(20), SPO( 20 |,EZERO(600 | ,RHGT( 60_ I NUTZO130
4 ,FACTlIG00),FACT2(600),FACT3(600),FRATI6001,XI(&O0| NUTZ0140
5 ,GI( 500|,GJ(500) ,GF(500I ,EO( 500} ,GG(500_ ,GN(500) NUTZOISO
6 ,SPINI 500) NUTZ() i_C
EQUIVALENCE ITID,NT IDI ,lOUM,LI M), {NPT,NPTSI ,(NDATA,NDATAI } NUTZ ©ITC_
DIMENSION NTID(IO,20), LIM(200) NUTZ0i_C_
ND=I NUTZOIgr
NT=MT NUTZ02C'C
L IMMI=L IMST_(NT-I } NUTZ021 _




NEND=M INO( L IMST,NPTS-L IMMlJ NUTZ0260
DO 30 J=NST,NEND NUTZO270
IF (EiJ).GT.ETO} GO TO 30 NUTZ0280
LIM{ NO) =J- I-i NUTZ0290
IF {LIM(ND).LT.O} LIMINDI=LIM{NDJ÷LIMM1 NUTZ030C'
JJ=J-1 NUTZ0310
GO TO 3I NUTZ0320
CONT INUE NUTZ0330
IF (NEND.GE.NPTS-LIMMI) GO TO 25 NUTZ0340





GO TO 20 NUTZ0400
LIM(ND) =NENB-I NUTZ0410




IF {JJ.GE.IJ GO TO 32 NUTZO4&O
JJ=L IMST NUTZO4TO




























.GE.O.O) GO TO 35
)










































3 _NORES(ZO] tLLIM(20)tSPO(20) _EZERO(600) tRHGT(600)
4 eFACTI (600J _FACT2|600) tFACT3(600) tFRAT|bO0) t XI I600)
5 eGt i 500) IGJ (500) tGF[ 500J lEO( 500J ,GG(500) eGN1500}
6 ! SPI N(500)
EQUIVALENCE (TIDtNTID|eLDUMeLIM)_(NPT_NPTS)•(NDATAtNDATAI}
DIMENSION NIID(IO,20)t LIM(2001
OIMENSION FMT(24)_ DUM1|9)l DUM2Ig|t :NSUBIgJt NFMT(1)
1 ,T(20]
EQUIVALENCE (FMIvNFMT)











CALL BOI_LER(6H X tXJ











NSPACE= | NT ID(9,K)-I t #12
NS=NSPACE/i0
NFMT {NF )=NS#64÷NSPACE-NS*IO






















































IF {ND.oGE.,gJ GO TO 60
IF {TID(6,K).LE.-2.0I GO TO 21






_F (ND. GE.9) GO TO 60
IF ITIDI6,K}.LE.-2-OI GO TO 31






IF LND.GE.91 GO TO 60
40 CONTINUE
N=N+I
IF {N.GT.NPRINT) GO TO 60
50 CONII NUE
60 IF (FMI(NF-II.EQ.X! NF=NF-2
FMT{ NF}=ENDFMT






lO0 IF (MOD{JST,52).GT.O} GO TO I15
CALL H_AD















































































CALCULATE INCOMP[EIE GAMMA-FUNCTION , G(A,X) FOR













































COMMON /ALL/ NINtNOUT,NDAIA,NINI,NIN3,JHYD,NELtNARRAY, NPAGE,LINESHEADO020




WRITE (6,60X) ITLABEL (I }, I=I, 12) ,NPAGE








































COMMON /8SET/ V(21, R, IGEOM, EC, ESTe EEND, NHYD, HYD(21
I w E, DEI, DE2, DE3, DE4, SUM(21, SUMA, SUMB, T_2|, S(2)
2 , IERM, CC, MORDER|IO|, ELBAR(2)
3 , ZID(IO,IO), CAP(IO}, SCATIIO), FIS(IO), LIM(10), DENS(IO,2)
4 , DENSTY(IO,2), ALPHA(IO), TOTAL(2), PI21, D(2), Q{2), DDQQ
5 • PHI(2), SORC(2!
6 • NBG, BEGISO)p BPHI(5O,2), BCAPISOtIOt2J, BSCAT(50,10,2I
7 • BFIS(50,IO,2), CELLS(S01, CELLC(50), CELLF(50), OGPHI(2)
8 , OGSCAT(3), OGCAP(3I, OGFIS(3)
9 tTNAME(5,10 )
COMMON IPLOTT/ ILABEL(12),XLABEL(12),YLABEL(12),TT2(12),NFRAME
EQUIVALENCE (TID,NID|, _ZID,ID), (DUM,NDUM), (NDATA,NDATAI)
DIMENSION DUM(IO0)
DIMENSION NID(IO,501, ID(IO,IO), NDUM(1)
DIMENSION EJ(5,10), NCORT(IO),PHIL(2), SCATL(LOI, LIML(IO|
I ,DEIP(2), TA(8000,2)
DIMENSION XS(2}





IF (NXSORC.GE.I) CALL XSORC|I,DA, OA)



















































ASSIGN 321 TO NGOP
ASSIGN 400 TO NGOQ
GO TO 170
ASSIGN 326 TO NGOP
ASSIGN 500 TO NGOQ
NERR=4
NHYD=O



















READ THROUGH DAIA TAPE
























FORMAT (90X 26HSTART SPECTRUM CALCULATION F8.3,3H NH/ 90X
1 6HNHYD = I3j
ASSIGN 221 TO NG01




































































_SSIG_, 24_;]_ ]S kiGO5














IF (NCORT IF,) .LE.O)
NC=NCCR [(K)
DO 211 ,J=I,NC
EJ (J, K):PUP.' (M]
M=M+ I
CrjNT _NU_:
IF .(M,:,LEol) GO TO 213
MC=_3- !
M=_v,÷N I D _ig, NN)
GC TC 210
IF _ZiD(6,K).GE.O.O) GO
CAP (K ]=CUMI M}
M=M+I
GC T3 2!5

























SI=CAP (KI +F ISIR.i.SCAT(K)
IF {LlviL(K).LE.O) GO TO 2191
SS=SCAq(K)* (DEI-I.0)
GO ID 2 !93
AA= I. O- ALPHA (K )
SS=(SCATIK)_AA*(£LAST*( I.O+ALPFAIK))-2.0*EI)/(2.0*ALPHA(K)__ELAST-
i Ell





































































BB=Oo 5_'( E/( ELAST-E} I_AA_2/ALPHA(K }_SCA 11"L( KI
DO 2192 NR=I,2








ARG=ELBAR( I} :TOTAL( I}








APPLY DANCOFF CORRECTION, IF ANY, TO ESCAPE PRG6ABILITY
IF (CC°GT.O°O) P(E)=P|I}_(]..O-CC)I(I.O-CCW_(IoO-ARG_P_I),_}




ASSIGN 772 TO JGO
IGEOM:7
GO IO NG01_1221_222)
IF (MORDER{I).GT.I.AND. LIM(1).GT.LIMSI) GO TO 350
ASSIGN 222 TO NGOI
COMPUTE FLUXES FOR REGIONS I AND 2
DO 223 NR=I,2
MR:3=NR




DDQQ=I.OI(D( l)w_O(2 )-Q(1)W_Q(2) )
DO 230 K=I_MAT
DO 230 NT=I,2
IF (DENS(K,NT).LE.O.O) GO TO 230
IF (EoLT.ALPHA(K)_EC) GO TO 230
SORC (NT)=SORC|NT )+DENSTY(K,NT )_ZID( 5,K)*(DEC-ALPHA(K)/E)
CONTINUE
































































D{NR) =TOTAL( MR)*V{ MR)
PHI (MR)=TINRD/D( NR J




IF (NHYD.GT.OI GO TO 232
ASSIGN 234 TO NG02
GO TO 2401
232 ASSIGN 23.3 TO NG02
ASSIGN 244 TO NG04
GO TO 2401
233 DO 2330 NR=I,2
2330 TA(JST, NR) =TA(JST, NR )÷HYD(NR I
ASSIGN 244 TO NG04
234 T(I)=TA(JST,2)_V(2)*(IoO-P(2))÷TA(JSI,1)_V(II*P{[)eSORC(2)*SPD
T{2)=TA(JST, II*V(1}*(l°O-P( 1D J÷TA(JSTv2J#V(21*P( 2 )+SORC( ll-SPD
TA(JST, 1)=0.0
TA{JST, 2)=0.0







DETP (NR }=DE12*PHI (NR)
2400 CONTINUE
C PRINT FLUXES FOR REGIONS I AND 2
2401 IF |NPRINI.LE.O) GO TO 242
LINES=L [NES+I
JPRINT=JPRINT÷I
IF (LINES.GT.LINEPP} CALL HEAD
WRIIE (NOUT,603} JPRINI, E,PHI(II,PHI|21,SORC(II,SORC(2|,TOTAL(II,
L TOTAL{2) tS(1),S(2)
603 FORMAT (15,IPgEI4.61
C COMPUTE SOURCES FROM THIS ENERGY TO ALL SUCCEEDING
C ENERGIES FOR THIS MATERIAL
242 DO 250 K=I,MAT
GO TO NG04,(243,244}






































































IF (LIM(K)oLEoOI GO TO 250
DO 2500 NR=I_2
IF IDENS(K,_NRIoLEoOoO) GO TO 2500
















ASSIGN 249 TO NG05
GO TO 2500
COMPUTE CORRECTION IERMSt IF ANY9
IF |NCoLEoO) GO TO 2500
COMPUTE CAROL-S CORRECTION







FBAR=| (EBAR-E}*FLAST÷(ELAST-EBAR)_FJl (ELAST-E |








ADD TERMS FOR THIS ENERGY
BROAD GROUP AVERAGES
DE=DE3+DE4
IF (E_GToBEG(NG)} GO iO 280
IF (EoEQ.BEG(NGDJ GO TO 270
NG=NG+I
IF |NGoGToNBG) GO TO 290






















































































IF |ZIO(7,K}.LT.O°O) 8,FIS(NG,K, NTI=BFIS(NGvK,NT|÷FIS(Kt=OETPX
CONTINUE
IF (E.EQ.BEG(NGI) GO TO 260




















IF |E.LE.EENDI GO TO 327
IF (E.GI.BEG{NGIJ GO TO 205
IF |ELAST-BEG(NG).GT.BEG|NG)-E] GO TO 341
ASSIGN 2049 TO NG06
GO TO 328





























































3002 FORMAT (90X 26H END SPECTRUM CALCULATION FB.3,3H MH)














IF (NBG°LE°O} CALL CHAIN(6)
500 IF (NBG.LE.OJ GO TO 100
CALL CHAIN(5)
" 350 WRITE (6,600| LIM(1)






















PROBLEMS ARE LIMITED, T4LNK3590
IHEREFORE_ TO MATERIALS FOR WHICH SOURCES AFFECT LESS THAN/ 4LNK3600
2 62H08000 SUCCEEDING ENERGIES. FOR MATERIAL I, THESE TERMS AFFECT4LNK3610






r READ PROBLE_ IMP 'IT...... .._, CARDS AND PRINT PROBLEM SPECIFICATIONS I
r CHECK SOME _]F 3HE INPUT AGAINST OIMENSIUNEO LIMIIS I
; >
COMMON /At.L/ NIN,NOUT, NDAT4, NI NI, N IN3, JHYD, NEL _NAP.RAY. NPAGE,L INES!
i, NPROB,NPTS, INDEX,NPLOI, T ITLEI 12) ,TID(I0,20) ,CNAM E( 5,20_ ,L.INEPP
2 _MAT _ N'FRAME I
COMMON /_'ABLES/ CSI_CS2,CS3fSLABT(505) _CYLT|305') I
' Y " HYL)_ 2COMMON /BSET/ V(2}, R, IGEO;'4, EC, EST, EEND, NH D,
I _ E, OEl, DE2, DE3, DE4_ S:UM(2), SUNA_ SUMB, T_2_, S(2)
2 _ TERM_ CC, FiORDER(IO), ELBAR(2}
3 _ ZID{IO,IO}_ CAP(IO)_ SCAT(IO}, FIS(].O}, LIM(IO), DENS{IO,2)
"' ( 2 ) • DD.QQ4 t DENSTY(IO,2}, ALPHA._[IO}, ]OTAL_I2}, P_2}t D(2), '_ .
5 , PHI(2|, SC_CI2)
6 , NBG, BEG(50), BPHI(50,2}, BCAP(50,10,2), BSCAT(50,10,2]
? , BEIS(50,10,2}, CELLS(50}, CELLC(50_, CELLF{50},_ OGPHI_2}
8 , OGSCAT{3), {]GCAP_3), OGFIS(3}
0 I,TNA/_E(5.,IO)
COMMON /PLOTT/ TLABEL(12),×LA_EL(I2)tYLABEL(12),TI"2{12),NFRANE
EQUIVAt. ENCE (TI!),NID}, (ZIL),ID), _DUM,NDUM), INDATA,NDATAI}
































































































IF (NBG.LE.O) GO TO 14































ALPHA(K )=( (ZID{4,K)-I.O| I(ZID(4,K) +].O) }_'2
DO 150 NT=I92




FORMAT (15HIGAROL PROBLEM I4,1H,3X 12A6,27X 4HPAGE 16)
IF {IGEOM.GT.41 GO TO 175
IF (IGEOM.GE.3) GO TO 160
IF (IGEOM. GT.I) GO TO 155



























































170 WRITE (NOUT,612I AT
612 FORMAT(I4HOGEOMETRY = A6)
175 WRITE (NOUT,6121) ELBAR|II,ELBAR(2),CC
6121 FORMAT (36HOMEAN CHORD LENGTH OF REGION
I IHO 21X 14HREGION 2 = IPEI4.6/
2 24HODANCOFF CORRECTION = IPEI4.61









TOl FORMAT {I08HOEXTRA SOURCE TERMS WILl BE READ FROM INPUT CARDINPTIO?O
IS, INTERPOLATED WHERE NEEDED, AND ADDED TO COMPUTED SOURCES. ) INPTI080
IF (NPLOT.GT.O) WRITE (NOUT,702I INPTI090
702 FORMAT {6IHOPLOTTING OF THE RESULTS OF THIS PROBLEM HAS BEENINPTIIO0
I REQUESTED. J
IF (EST.LE.O.O} GO TO 210
WRIIE (NOUT,613I EST
613 FORMAT (24HOUPPER ENERGY LIMIT
GO TO 220
210 WRITE (NOUT,211)








IHE DATA TAPE. )
220 IF (EEND.LE.O.OI GD TO 230
WRITE (NOUT,221) EEND
221 FORMAT (24HOLOWER ENERGY LIMIT
GO TO 240
230 WRITE (NOUT,231)








231 FORMAT (61HOLOWER ENERGY LIMIT WILL BE THE LAST ENERGY ON THINPTI240
IE DATA TAPE= ) INPT[250
240 IF {NBG.GToO) GO TO 250 INPTI260
WRITE (NOUT,245) INPII270

















615 FORMAT (26HONUMBER OF BROAD GROUPS : I4/IHO 7X 27HBROAD GROUINPT1370
IP BOUNDARIES {EVIl/( I6,1PEI4. b,4H TO IPEI4.61| [NPT1380
260 CONTINUE INPTI390
WRITE (NOUT,614) MAT,(K,ZID(I,KI,ZIDI2,K|,(TNAME(I,K),I=I,5J, INPTI400
I DENS{K,I|,DENS{K,2I,K:I,MAT) INPTI410
614 FORMAT(IHO 22HNUMBER OF MATERIALS = 14/IHO IXI3HMATERIAL I.D. INPTI420
I 5X IIHDESCRIPTION 27X 13HD E N S I T Y /55X 9HREGION
2ON 2//(I3,2X,2A6,2XtSA6,IP2EI5.6|)
IF (IGEOMoLE.41 GO TO 180
IF {IGEOM. GE.6) GO TO 185




























618 FORMAT (79X,16,FIO.5/22H COEFFICIENTS-- CSI = EI2._:,3X 5HCS2 :
IEI2o6_3X 5HCS3 =EI2.6,5X,16,FIO.5]
IF (NPROB.GT.1) GO TO 190
GO TO 200
X80 IF (NPROB.LE.1I GO TO 200 I





GO TO 200 I
185 WRITE {NOUT,186} I
186 FORMAT (71HOSPECIAL ESCAPE PROBABIIIIY TABLES FROM PRECEDING PROBLI
IEM WILL BE USED. ) I
190 READ {NDATA1] DUMMY I
200 RETURN I






































i$|BFTC XSIGRC L ]ST, U_:CK,REF
StJ{ttg i.JLI T INk: XSURCIN,E,XS)
C
C READ &NO IIXlTE.RPOI ATE
I) I I,',f I',,1SI _JN XS(7)
N IN=5
G[) If) (10,20,30),N







15 REAl) (NI"4,5C_) L2,SAQ,SB2
JPIS=JPTS#.!
2£ IF: (E2.GT.E) GU TO 22
Iir. (^I-7, S(t-]-L) .LE.I.OIF-5_<EI) G(3





• "¢IF (JI-1.).LT.KP[S) _).,, 10 15
(7,(] rl) 2<'t
;73 [itAI II_=(L-f2)I(F]-I 2l
×3 I ] ) =:_ A2+l:r_,A'f I CJ_',<( SA l.- SA2. )
X<:>I 2 ) = %i-,2+ k-R A l I ',];',' ( Sil I-.S_,2 )
l;{] I t) _',cl
74 X._,( ] )=SAt
×S(2)=Sqt
Oil l,'J 60
7{ IF (JPTS.GE.KP1S) (;{) rO 40
J] =JPTS_-|
i)f; _] J=JI,Kr_Is















































:$ IBFTC PROB L ISTtDECK,REF
SUBROUTINE PROB(ARG, IGEOMvPZEROI
C
C COMPUTE ESCAPE PROBABILITIES FOR REGION I
C ADAPTED FOR GAROL FROM THE ZUT PROGRAM (GA-2525l




GO TO (940,720,620,820,640,640,640_, IGEOM
C
C CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY
620 IF (ARG-O.I} 660,680,640
640 IF (ARG-6.0) 680,680,700
C /ARG LESS THAN 0.I/
660 PZERO=I.O-1. 3333333_ARG*O. 5#(-ALOG(ARG| ÷I. 3659312 ) :_ARG_'ARG
GO T0 920




'C /ARG GREATER THAN 6.0/




720 IF (ARG-O.05) 760,780,740
740 IF (ARG-5oOJ 780,780,800
C /ARG LESS THAN 0.051
760 PZERO= 1.0+ARG:_I ÷ALOGIARG|-O. 66666667W_ARG-O. 2296368 }
GO T0 920










820 IF (ARG-Oo02) 860,860,840
840 IF (ARG-5.0} 880,900,900
C IARG LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 0.02/
860 PZERO=I.O-O. 75*ARG
GO TO 920

























































/ARG GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 5,,0/































WRITE (NOUT,601) NPROB, iTITLEII),I=I,12I,NPAGE
FORMAT (15HIGARDL PROBLEM I4,1H,3X 12A6, 27X 4HPAGE I61
1 6HOPOINT 4X 9HENERGY-EV 8X 4HFLUX fOX 4HFLUX BX 6HSOURCE 8X
2 6HSOURCE 9X 19HTOTAL CROSS SECTION 9X IBHCOLLISION DENSITY/
I 5X 9HREGION 2 5X 9HREGION I 5X 9HREGION












































$IBFTC NEWSLB L IST,DECK,REF
SUBROUTINE NEWSLB(ARGt FARG)
C

































































COMPLETEBROADGROUP AVERAGES, COMPUIE CELL AND ONE-GROUP





COMMON /BSET/ V(211 R, IGEOM, EC, EST, EEND_ NHYD, HYD(2J
1 , E, DEI, DE2, DE3, DE4, SUM(21, SUMA, SUMB, T(2), S(2)
2 , TERM_ CC, MORDER(IO), ELBAR(2)
3 , ZID(IO_IO), CAP(lOlL SCATILO}, FIS(IO), LIM(IO), DENS(IO,2)
4 , DENSTY(IO,2}, ALPHA(IO), TOTAL(2), P(2), D(2|, Q(2), DDQQ
S , PHI(2), SORC(2)
6 , NBG_ BEG(SO|, BPHI(50,2), BCAP(50,IO,2), BSCAT(50_IO,2}
7 , BFIS(50,IO, 2), CELLS(S0|, CELLC(50), CELLF(50), OGPHI(2_























602 FORMAT (13HOGROUP FLUXES/BHOGROUP 3X 9HENERGY-EV 5X 9HREGION 1
1 5X 9HREGION 2 4X 12HCELL AVERAGE/BX IIHLOWER LIMIT/)
WRITE (6_60_}(I_BEG(I),BPHI(I,I},BPHI(I,2),CPH!(I_,I=I,NBG)
603 FORMAT (14,1X, IP4EI4.6}
WRITE (5,604)(OGPHIII},I=I,21,OGPHI3
604 FORMAT (ISHOONE GROUP FLUX IPEIB. 6,2EI_.61





































































OGF I S( NT J=O.O
CONTINUE
DO 310 N =I,NBG
BBR=I.O/(BPHI (N,I) ÷BPH( (N, 2| #R)
CELLS(N)=(DENS(K, I |*BSCAT(N,K, I)÷RR_BSCAI(N,K,2 ii WXIERM_BBR
CELLC(N)=(DENS(K, I I_BCAP(N, K, I) #RR_BCAP (N,K,21 |W_IERM_BBR
DO 310 NT=I,2
OGSCAT(NT) :OGSCAT(NT) +BSCAT (N, K,NT |
OGCAP(NTI:OGCAP(NT |÷BCAP(N,K,NT I
BSCAT(N,KtNT)=BSCAT(N,KtNT)/BPHI(N,NT-J
BCAP (N, K,NT I=BCAP{ N, K, NT |/BPHI (N,NTI
CONTINUE
BBR:I. O/(OGPHI (I) +OGPHI (2) _R)
OGSCAT(3)= (DENS(K, I )_OGSCAT (I) ÷RRmOGSCAT(2) )mTERMmBBR





IF (ZID(I,K).GE.O.O| GO TO 350
IF (ZID(7, K).EQ.-I.O) GO TO 319
DO 316 NT=I,2
DO 316 N=ItNBG




BBR=I.O/( 8PHI (N, I J÷BPHI (N, 2)_RJ
CELLF( N)=( DENS (K, i |W_BF [S(N,K, I )÷RR_BF IS(N,K, 2} )_TERM_BBR
DO 320 NT=I,2
OGFI S( NT)=OGF IS(NT i÷BFI St N,K,NT)
BF I S (N, K,NT| =BF | S(N,K,NT)/BPHI (N,NT |
CONTINUE
BBR= i. O/(OGPHI ( li ÷DGPH I { 2) w_R|
DGF I S{ 3 _=(DENS( K, I )W_OGF I S(I) ÷RR_OGFI S(2 i |W_TERMWXBBR
DO 325 NT=I,2
OGFI S( NT|=OGFIS(NT )/OGPHI (NT)
CONT INUE
WRITE (NOUT,70I) K,ZIDII,K),ZID(2,KI,(TNAME(JKL,K!,JKL=I,5)

























































FORMAT (6HOGROUP 3X 9HENERGY-EV 18X 22HR E G I 0 N i 34X
1 22HR E G I 0 N 2 /8X IlHLOWER LIMIT 5X 7HCAPTURE 7X
2 7HSCATTER 7X 7HFISSION 8X 5HALPHA 8X 7HCAPTURE 7X 7HSCATTER 7X
3 ?HFISSION 8X 5HALPHA /!
DO 330 N=I,NBG
AI=BCAP (N_ K, 1)IBFIS(N,K, I)
A2:BCAP(N_ K, 2)/BFIS( N,K 92)
WRITE (NOUT_703) N,BEG(NItBCAP(N,K,II,BSCAT(N,Kvl),BFIS(N,K_I)_AI_
BCAP(N_K9 2) _BSCAT(N,K, 21 ,BF [S(N,K, 2) ,A2
FORMAT (14,1X,IP9EI4.61
CONTINUE


















704 FORMAT (IgHOONE GROUP AVERAGE
WRITE (NOUT_705)
705 FORMAT (6HOGROUP 3X 9HENERGY-EV






18X 25HC E L L A V E R A G










K,ZIO(I_K) ,ZID(2,K) ,(TNAME(JKL,K) ,JKL=I_ 5}


















I I 0 N 2 14X 13HCELL AVERAGE /8X IIHLOWER LIMIT 5X 7HCAPTURE 7XAVRGI290
2 7HSCATTER 7X 7HCAPTURE ?X 7HSCATTER 7X ?HCAPTURE ?X 7HSCATTER /i AVRG1300
DO 360 N=I,NBG AVRG1310
WRITE (NOUT,703) N,BEG(NJ,(BCAP(NtK,NT),BSCAI(N,K,NT),NT=I,2_, AVRG1320
1 CELLC(N)tCELLS(N) AVRG1330
360 CONTINUE AVRG1340
























































CALL _CCLER(6H -- EV,XLABEL(7))










































































































F_RMAT (IHO I6_26H FRAMES
CALL C_AIN(4}
END
HAVE 6EEK PL_]T_. )
f L _. '; '#C
oL; K C,'"*,L C
o L N :<("., 2 C,
;: i. N K 'i; :, _5',,,
OLN_. L;_4C
6 L N K b ,:: 7 L:
6LN}',.( , ::.,_..
u L.N ;'((: : 0 i'
. ,_i'-.L, "/_ICi
..... i .;u. ....:,_ (
C:L_';_'(fi!];.
o i.A,S.",. ;
0 L.b,_,', i._: 'i
6 L!I :._,L,:. :.
,2Ji x <it .' '.
6 L _i!<L;r; q,




6 L.i'_K 0 6 _[;0
6LNKuT_C
bLNK07]0
6 Ll',h<,O 7 2(.)
61 we." ....







& i. N K U 3 ! L;
























CALL BCCLER (6H X,_XAX)

































































T P L t;U 37 C
1 PLC6380
1 PLCO 390





T PL L)Ci_, 5C
TPLLjUg6:)
T PL C0,%70















































































Coi_bI/;r,T FL.'R ;_LL X

















































XX-FLCA I (LX_ IN }-.2E-6
GC TO 1813
1812 LXN| N=X_INN:_SCFX
XX=FLCAT(LXMI N )+. 2E-6











21 IF tXMINNi 216,210,212
210 WRITE (6,211}BXXX,BXXX
GC TO 101
212 t]_ 22 J=I,NFI
22 X.(Ji=ALCGIO (X(J} J
















30 GC TO (31,41),NYSCL
31 LI=ABS( YKINN )




33 IF (ZYi 34,3_,35
34 NY=NY+I
35 SCFY=IC.0_*NY
















































































" 40 NY=MDI ST*5+I
SY=Oo2
GC TO 6C
- 41 IF _I(MI_'NJ 41C,410,412
410 _RII_" (6,211)BYYY,BYYY
GO TO i01


































































































































CALL ISP(XL, YL, YLA_ELI J | , 12 J

















































































CALL TSP( XPT, YPT,CHR( I l, 18 l
WRITE (o,gI1J BYMIN,Y2PR
YPT=YPT-O.O5*YIO










DO 83 IK=II, NX,NQXJ




















































































1926 _RITE |G,IO06} QY
GO TO 93
1927 IF {ABS(_Y_-.I} 1930,1929,192S
1930 TTY=ABS(QY_SCFY
IF |ITY-.IE-3) 1929,1929,1926
1929 wRITE (0,i008) QY
























600 FCRMAI (22X I2A6J
GC TO IOi
901FCRMAT(12A6}
902 FCRMAT (IHO 20X 12A61
909 FORMAT (IHO4X,IOH FRAME
910 FCRMAT (IHO4X,IOH FRAM_
glI FCRMAT |A6,1PEIO.2,2X)
922 FORMAI(eOX,I?H BEGIN PLCT SETUP
923 FORMAT(BOX,I/H BEGIN PLOTTING





2II FORMAI IIHOZIHOI9X,20H .=







ERROR _ • * //20X, IbH THE



























































2 A6_49H LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO HAS BEEN ENCUUNTER_Do//2OX9 TPL03500
332H THIS GRAPH CANNOT BE CONTINUEO.J TPL03510
END TPL03520











































A number of routines which are used in GAROL are not included in the
listing. These are machine language subroutines which are part of the





















sets up plot buffer storage
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